Abstract

This Whitepaper explains how CryptoBoard team will alter media industry business model. Our vision is to give consumers (readers) the possibility for active participation at content creation and also to reward them for such participation and at the same time, to exclude advertisers and cancel all subscriptions. For this purpose, we will use the advantages of cryptocurrency.

In a cooperation with GetOn multi-platform we already create 2,078,822 CryptoBoard Tokens (CBDX) which are intended to support expansion to Slovenian media market. The supply 2,078,822 represents number of Slovenian population at the moment when CryptoBoard Token smart contract is deployed. Users activities which will contribute to expand market share\(^1\) of CryptoBoard media platform will also trigger the mechanism of transferring CBDX tokens from “undistributed” supply into “circulating” supply. Users which will get CBDX tokens for their activities on the platform cryptoboard.media will be always able to use such tokens for premium features and multiply the value or simply sell them on the Geton.Exchange. CryptoBoard Blockchain Corporation is motivated to purchase such tokens hence inject them into project Liquidity pool to backup CBDX stakeholders.

CBDX tokens are only dedicated to support CryptoBoard market share acquiring operations at the area of blockchain, cryptocurrencies and connected trading operations news.

---

\(^1\) Blockchain company market share is measured according to GetOn muti-platform internal protocol.
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The Whitepaper Summary

**CryptoBoard.media** is an experimental Media Platform, designed to combine best features of cryptocurrencies with media industry, providing information from the area of decentralized finance, fin-tech, blockchain, cryptocurrencies and connected trading operations. The platform is structured as private blockchain and active node of GROSSUS public blockchain environment with staking algorithm.

**CryptoBoard Blockchain Corporation** is a blockchain company incorporated and regulated under the GETON’s division GetOn Plus – Blockchain Company Registry.

**CryptoBoard Token (CBDX)** is crypto-currency supporting all tokenized operations and processes within CryptoBoard ecosystem. Official webpage: [https://cryptoboard.media/cbdx](https://cryptoboard.media/cbdx)

This Whitepaper is based on the following CryptoBoard Token supplies:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Supply Type</th>
<th>Supply Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maximum Supply</strong></td>
<td>2,078,822 CBDX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>(officially created amount of tokens on (02.02.2020)</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Supportive Supply</strong></td>
<td>2,078,822 CBDX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>(supply for development of CryptoBoard Platform, later transferred to Circulating Supply)</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Circulating Supply</strong></td>
<td>0 CBDX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>(tokens that are circulating in the market)</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- CryptoBoard Whitelisters (kriptovalute.si)</td>
<td>0 CBDX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- CryptoBoard Content Contributor (kriptovalute.si)</td>
<td>0 CBDX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- Available Circulating Supply (ACS)</td>
<td>0 CBDX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Business Models for Media Companies

How do media companies make money?

There are 5 overarching business models to generate revenue from content your company creates:

1. Transactions
Transactional business models present the model, where media company is selling content. Basic forms are: Buy to Own/Download to Own, Pay-to-Unlock, Pay-as-you-go.

2. Subscriptions
In media, subscriptions are based on access to content for a period of time that’s recurring (typically monthly cycles). Newspapers and magazines tend to operate on subscriptions because they are comprised of many small articles people consume a high volume of.

3. Licensing
This is the classic way creative industries operated; pre-Internet, it was incredibly difficult for creative teams to also distribute their content.

4. Content Marketing
Content marketing is, simply put, using content as a tool to market some other product or service from which you make money. The content marketing model can also start with media, then expand into relevant products/services to sell once you’ve crafted a brand and audience.

5. Advertising
There are many ways to do it, but ultimately advertising is a simple concept that’s been around for a long time. Sponsored content and product placement can be more complementary ways to integrate advertisers into content.

Which is best?
Most successful media companies employ more than one of these in their arsenal. Which will be most effective for any given media company depends entirely on the content they want to create, the audience they’re targeting, and ambitions they have for how the company will evolve. I do believe subscriptions are the heart of a strong media business though.

Conventional media company business model:

**MEDIA PRODUCTION COMPANY**
(Incomes from Advertisements & Subscriptions)

- Responds to a message
- Content and advertising paid for in subscription or time spent watching advertisements
- Broadcasts content & advertisements

**MEDIA OWNER**

- Content so-created
- Influence of advertisers

**CONSUMER (READER)**

- Buy advertised product

**MARKETING AGENCY**

- Subordinated content – treat of fake news!
- Stimulate consumer (reader) to buy.

**ADVERTISER**

- Buys media to deliver a message
CryptoBoard's Vision to alter media industry business model

With blockchain technology, we can reverse these roles in the media business model by allowing media creators and readers to co-create appealing relevant content and drive revenue stream. This new business model actually connects media owners with advertisers, authors and readers at the same time in slightly different way. In addition, they are all rewarded for activities whereby new motivation brings higher quality of the content and secures readers growth that is consequently going to generate higher revenue stream.

CryptoBoard media company business model:
Token stakeholders are rewarded from token value growth, authors are rewarded for their estimated reader’s satisfaction, and finally readers in return, get rewarded for evaluating contributions actively. Because of an incentive system in place, rewards, will depend on the received score which will motivate authors to make every effort in order to create an attractive title, contribute interesting, clearly, fluent and well written appealing content.

This way is a site visitor or reader actively involved in the content creation process by evaluating most interesting content for her or him. Additionally, a possibility of passive earnings is opened to the reader through incentive system of rewards for each rating and comment one makes. Such active involvement in the entire media cycle by editors, authors and advertisers is recognized as a transaction which boosts the price of a CBDX token.

Since editorial team follows the news in crypto world, monitors all the trends in decentralized finance and FinTech industry is obliged to give direction, review, edit news and content before publishing in a transparent and much less authoritative way in order to deliver correct, relevant and proof based content without fake news. Such model attracts new authors, who can meaningfully supplement one of the categories or start creating a new one to participate. Authors start communicating with readers more directly and take into account their wishes and suggestions. To reach wider scope of readers, the news platform is also promoted through social media.

Steemit’s vision of successful media model is: “Your Voice is worth something. Get paid for good content. Post and upvote articles on Steemit to get your share of the daily rewards pool. “

And we are upgrading Steemit's vision with: “Get paid for reading and actively participating at a media content management “.
**Market potential**

Our business model represents tokenized commercial ownership of business idea – medial platform. We are convinced that there is a great need for relevant and understandable information on cryptocurrencies, decentralized finance and blockchain technology, FinTech and digitization and such information can be delivered only if we include all parties. Even though interest in crypto declined in the last year and a half due to the cryptocurrency market situation truth is that interest of investors is always linked to market fluctuations, and it can understand that interest will increase proportionally as the exchange rate swings up.

In addition, blockchain technology, digitization, artificial intelligence (AI), the Internet of things (IOT), and technologies that are undoubtedly coming and entering our daily lives, have been very intensively explored by regulators such as states, central banks, etc. by announcing the introduction of their very digital currencies (CBDCs) one after the other. We all will almost certainly be forced to use innovative solutions related to blockchain, crypto, DeFi and Fintech: such as use of wallets actually introduced by blockchain, etc. all of which will bring and represent huge changes in our daily lives.

This is important to us because, irrespective of the final form of solution, the need for relevant information and education in this field will certainly increase. Since our focus is information in an understandable way in the local language, we can count on platform visitors from all ages and walks of life. We opted for new media business model which allows us to work and operate by adjusting content even if there is low or no interest in crypto at all. Once the media infrastructure is established in local markets, we can very quickly add content in the field of personal finance, which is a very broad area of interest for both readers and content provider.

We have been working in this field for twenty years and have a strong traction with history records by a concrete medium Kriptovalute.si.
CryptoBoard Blockchain Corporation

CryptoBoard Blockchain Corporation is management entity of media platform, providing the information from the area of blockchain, cryptocurrencies and connected trading operations.

Corporate Information

CryptoBoard Blockchain Corporation is a blockchain company registered and regulated under GETON’s division named GetOn Plus - the Blockchain Companies registry.

In a scope of enterprise sector, CryptoBoard Blockchain Corporation is operating through GETON d.o.o. Branch - CryptoBoard Blockchain Corporation, with registered office at Gosposvetska cesta 4a, 1000-Ljubljana, Slovenia, Reg. Number: 8210705005.

In the area of blockchain environment, CryptoBoard Blockchain Corporation is operating as tokenized entity with digitalized operations, transparently shown on etherscan.io. The crypto-currency which is supporting all tokenized CryptoBoard’s operations and processes is Ethereum based ERC20 token, CryptoBoard Token (CBDX).
CryptoBoard Blockchain Corporation Team

Mitja Glavnik
Founder and CEO

Mitja Glavnik has been active in the field of finance, informatics and journalism for over twenty years. He is very curious about new topics, so in the absence of relevant and understandable information in Slovene language, he launched the Kriptovalute.si portal at the end of 2016, which offers market overview, informs about crypto and offers more options for buying, exchanging and selling cryptocurrencies.

Simon Kumer
Partner and COO

Simon Kumer is an enthusiast who holds everything trimmed and tidy. His path led him through the fields of finance, commerce and foreign markets development. He has accepted the cryptocurrency-world with open arms and worries that the initiated projects are completed in-time and properly.

Marko Vidrih
Media expert

Marko Vidrih entered the world of blockchain and cryptocurrencies during his research on the future of financial markets. He was especially attracted to the idea of decentralization of data and unlimited dimensions that technology of this sort enables us. In the past few years he realized that in order to understand this new technology, research and extensive comprehension of various terms is a necessity. He decided to bring blockchain and cryptocurrencies closer to the general public in his homeland - Slovenia, so in 2016 he published a book (step-by-step guide) to introduce crypto space to whoever wants to learn more about it.
Gašper Zorman

*Partner and Chief Editor*

After gathering sufficient experience in the financial industry, Gasper Zorman founded the portal vzajemci.com, which was the first example of independent and neutral information, building awareness of financial products amongst small investors. His attitude is incorporated in kriptovalute.si’s mission, where we’re counting on his invaluable ability in editing and insightful content creation.

Timotej Žnidaršič Karadžič

*Marketing and Social Media Specialist*

Timothy is a representative of the younger generation, to whom digitalization and cryptocurrencies are taken for granted. He has been involved in the cryptovalute.si project from the outset and takes care of communication through social media and gives us the latest marketing techniques he has been learning hard during his studies in Scotland.
**Timeline and development @ CryptoBoard**

*Completed tasks:*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quarter</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Task Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Q4 2016</td>
<td>November 23rd</td>
<td>First template of Kriptovalute.si webpage with basic information about Crypto.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2 2017</td>
<td>June 13th</td>
<td>Started publishing Cryptocurrency Exchange Rates provided by in-house development team and started publishing articles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1 2018</td>
<td>January 14th</td>
<td>New design and new FrontEnd application is applied to enable advertisers to promote several Slovenian ICO projects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2 2018</td>
<td>May 8th</td>
<td>Backoffice Kriptovalute.pro, system for registration, KYC, Buy&amp;Sell Cryptocurrencies is applied.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2 2019</td>
<td>June 15th</td>
<td>First announcement of Kriptovalute.si token at CryptoConference in organization of Kriptovalute.si in Kranjska Gora. Key note speaker Janez Janša, many distinguished speakers like Peter Merc, Jure Pirc, Peter Trček, Ivo Grlica introduced current trends in blockchain and several workshops were conducted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4 2019</td>
<td>December 21st</td>
<td>Ideas and meetings with blockchain dev team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1 2020</td>
<td>January 5th</td>
<td>First mock ups of our platforms, making of big plan, how to integrate blockchain technology and to create best decentralized media platform.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| February 1st | - Official Partnership with GetOn established  
- CryptoBoard Whitepaper announced on GetOn.News  
- CryptoBoard Blockchain Corporation Announcement  
  - Invitation system testing phase (whitelisting) |
**CryptoBoard Whitepaper Task Schedule:**

**Q1 2020 February 02nd**

- CryptoBoard Whitepaper published on GetOn.News
- CryptoBoard Token deploy, 12:00 (GMT+1)
  - CryptoBoard Blockchain Corporation initial capital in CBDX deposited to company wallet - nominal value of 207.882,00 EUR
- CryptoBoard Blockchain Corporation incorporation
  - Whitelisting amount of reward tokens transfers to whitelisters
- Transfer of CBDX tokens from whitelisting process managed through kriptovalute.si and their injection to company Liquidity pool (ACS).

**February 24th**

- Initial backing process – token sale for CryptoBoard stakeholders on GetOn Plus opens at 00:00 (GMT+1)

**March 21st**

- Initial backing process – token sale for CriptoBoard stakeholders closes at 24:00 (GMT+1)

**March 22nd**

- Permanent backing process – token sale for CryptoBoard stakeholders on GetOn Plus opens at 00:00 (GMT+1)
  - CryptoBoard Stakeholders are able to purchase CBDX tokens from ACS and participate in 32% share of Token sale:
    - with GETON voucher³
    - through CBDX token deposit
  - CryptoBoard Token price depends of DPMC model, running on the cryptoboard.media media platform.
  - Upcoming Features Announcement published on GetOn News

³ GetOn Token (GETON) is a cryptocurrency with a value meant to mirror the value of the EUR.
Relation between CryptoBoard Blockchain Corporation and GetOn Platform

The GetOn platform is a blockchain based platform, operated by GETON d.o.o., Ljubljana, Slovenia. It is an environment, where author of creative business idea is able to develop such ideas of global reach and turn them into successful and global business. The tools (accessories) to achieve such goal are strategically incorporated into the following GetOn's Divisions, each with particular purpose:

**GetOn News:** It’s a news portal. From point of genre, content is organized from investigative to science approach, whereby the concept is trinity of: blockchain, start-ups and GetOn Project. Each of them is to be investigated and presented through the perspective of another’s two.

GetOn News also serves for publishing the announcements regarding the development and progress of GetOn’s Projects. It is the official protocol for informing communities.

The creative role and mission of GetOn News is to organize and implement marketing activities for GetOn Projects.

**GetOn Direct:** On GetOn Direct, the Blockchain Company, hosted on GetOn Platform, is selling its tokens, declared as Available Circulating Supply and injected into the Liquidity Pool. These tokens, which are injected to Liquidity Pool origins either from buyback on global market or buyback on GetOn Exchange (obligatory 8% of Blockchain Company incomes from selling ACS).

Token Sale on GetOn Direct is organized through 2-level discount system, where verified users are able to recommend (refer) opportunity to others, invite them and gain 8% or 16% discount, covered by income of investor.

GetOn Direct also distribute 24% of incomes to GetOn Fund. This reserve is intended to secure and protect exposure of Blockchain Company. Usage of this funds is exposed to voting by company funders and investors.

Remaining 32% of incomes is distributed between Blockchain Company founders and investors, according to their participation and credited to their accounts on GetOn Plus.
GetOn Direct is charging Blockchain Company with 2% fees from incomes.

In summary, the structure of financial flow on GetOn Direct is as follows:

- 24% GetOn Fund
- 16% Discount for first level recommender
- 8% Discount for second level recommender
- 8% Purchase on GetOn Exchange
- 6% BC Management Fee
- 4% BC Marketing Activities
- 2% GetOn Fee
- 32% BC Stakeholders income

**GetOn Exchange:**

GetOn Exchange is European cryptocurrency exchange, structured on blockchain technology. It is intended to offer trading environment for holders of supported crypto-tokens in a relation to EUR.

Commonly used and recognized cryptocurrencies (BTC, ETH...) can be listed according to voting process by GetOn founders and holders of given token, in special circumstances also by interested public.

The primary principle of GetOn Exchange is displaying the market capitalization (price x circulating supply) of a given token which is accurate only if the token price is calculated from whole selling supply, taking into account the prices of all orders. And GetOn Exchange makes it transparent and immutable.

The secondary principle of GetOn Exchange is, that the trading volume of a given token is only true when the buyer is simultaneously buying the same amount of his/her orders from all sellers. GetOn Exchange also has a solution to this problem hence each buy order buys the same amount of tokens from all selling orders in order-book.
GetOn Plus:  Basic role of GetOn Plus is the registry of Blockchain Company, which offers registration of two types of Blockchain Companies:

1. **Blockchain Corporation**, where investors automatically participate in the distribution of 32% of Blockchain Corporation’s token sales revenue through GetOn Direct. This mechanism also allows to increase the amount of crypto-tokens which represents Blockchain Corporation’s basic capital. Decrease of this amount is always possible because any investor can freely withdraw their tokens from their wallet – without any approval! From that moment he/she loses the right to participate in the distribution of 32% of the Blockchain Corporation token sales through GetOn Direct.

2. **Private Partnership**, where the amount of company crypto-tokens remains the same as it was at time of registration. Ownership can be transferred directly between the founders and is not open to the public.

Companies, registered with GetOn Plus operate through GETON d.o.o., legally organized as a subsidiary (P.E.), representing the rights and obligations of investors of a supported Blockchain Company. At GetOn Plus, investors can invest in Blockchain Company or its projects in accordance with the terms and conditions of a given Prospectus. In case of investments in real project, the funds are transferred to a subsidiary of a supported Blockchain Company and from there, invested to the project company. This company later provides rewards to investors.

GetOn Fund:  The GetOn Fund purpose is to store and manage an undistributed portion of maximum supplies of hosted crypto-tokens. The use of these supplies is subject to the vote of Blockchain Company founders and investors, but in general intended to develop and support new features and solutions.

GetOn Fund is also a treasury and saves 24% of its proceeds from the sales of Blockchain Corporation tokens through GetOn Plus.
About CryptoBoard Token (CBDX) ERC20 token

The cryptocurrency, used to support CryptoBoard Blockchain Corporation is ERC20 token, CryptoBoard Token (CBDX) which smart contract was submitted for verification at Etherscan.io on February, 02\textsuperscript{nd} 2020.

Institute “GetOn News”, Gosposvetska cesta 4A, 1000 Ljubljana, Reg. No.: 8529884000 is CryptoBoard Token smart contract deployment entity, with official ERC20 address: 0x63a28B12360C8628757431072191920D2f779B60.

CryptoBoard Token’s model is to support development of CryptoBoard Media Platform. All tokens from Supportive supply will flow to participants which are using CryptoBoard DPMC features.

According to www.worldometers.info, CryptoBoard Blockchain Corporation set the protocol to create the exact amount of CryptoBoard Token as the population of particular region where project CryptoBoard is acquiring market share.

For Slovenian region, we are creating 2.078.882 CryptoBoard Tokens (CBDX), one for each citizen. Because the price of token is regulated by DPMC algorithm, final price of token will be 2,078882 EUR.

Participants which will use rewarding features on www.cryptoboard.si will receive tokens into their accounts.

The initial price of CryptoBoard Tokens (CBDX) on GetOn.Exchange will be 0,60 EUR.

CryptoBoard Blockchain Corporation will constantly purchase particular amount of CryptoBoard Tokens on the market and inject them into own Liquidity Pool (Available Circulating Supply) from where will be available for backers (stakeholders) – which will participate in proportionate share of 32 \% from Available Circulating Supply sales.

Initial backing process – token sale prices (bonuses) for CryptoBoard Blockchain Corporation stakeholders are set according to the following schedule:

- From February 24\textsuperscript{th} 2020 - March 01\textsuperscript{st} 2020: 0,20 EUR
- From March 02\textsuperscript{nd} 2020 - March 08\textsuperscript{th} 2020: 0,35 EUR
- From March 09\textsuperscript{th} 2020 - March 15\textsuperscript{th} 2020: 0,45 EUR
- From March 16\textsuperscript{th} 2020 - March 21\textsuperscript{st} 2020: 0,50 EUR
**CryptoBoard Token Model:**

Most crypto currencies constantly create new units in a process called mining. Since this process is very expensive, majority of the people running this operation constantly sell newly created coins to cover their expenses. This creates downward pressure on the price and new money has to flow into the market just to keep the price at the same level.

CryptoBoard Token smart contract allows creation of new tokens to support CryptoBoard project expansion to new regions – with the same protocol as it was set for Slovenian region.

To avoid inflation and to regulate token liquidity according to market share of supported project (CryptoBoard Media Platform) the majority of CBDX tokens from Circulating Supply is staked by CryptoBoard Blockchain Corporation stakeholders through GetOn Plus platform. CBDX token model is limiting circulating supply on market consequently CBDX token is a deflationary cryptocurrency.

CryptoBoard Token only mission is to provide high grade liquidity for the blockchain-based project CryptoBoard.

**Dynamic Price Modeling Concept @ CryptoBoard Token**

The concept of dynamic price modeling is inseparable from the development of a business idea of global reach into a successful company, hence the price of crypto-token solely reflects the market share of the supported company.

CryptoBoard Token price depends of DPMC model, running on the cryptoboard.si, which is a media, providing information from the area of blockchain, cryptocurrencies and connected trading operations and is aligned with its market share.
**Terminology and definitions:**

*Maximum Supply:* The best approximation of the maximum amount of coins that will ever exist in the lifetime of the cryptocurrency.

*Total Supply:* Maximum supply minus any tokens (coins) that have been verifiably burned.

*Circulating Supply:* The best approximation of the number of tokens that are circulating in the market and in the general public's hands. The Circulating Supply is a much better metric than Total Supply for determining the market capitalization.

*Available Circulating Supply (ACS):* Number of tokens that were circulate in the global market and been bought by Blockchain Company, injected into its Liquidity Pool and available to buy on GetOn Plus.

*Market Capitalization:* Total capitalization of a cryptocurrency's price. It is one of the ways to rank the relative size of a cryptocurrency.

*Supportive Supply:* The supply of tokens, dedicated to support development of connected project. According to project DPMC algorithm, tokens from Supportive Supply are transferred to users (participants). From that moment, such tokens flows into Circulating Supply.
Risk Factors

Risks related to investment in cryptocurrency

Purchase of CryptoBoard Token do involve significant risks, despite the following measures reducing the exposure of CryptoBoard Token holders to a significant loss:

1. The Circulating supply is transparently presented and displayed on etherscan.io.
2. The Available Circulating Supply represents the amount of CryptoBoard Tokens purchased by CryptoBoard Blockchain Corporation in the global market and injected into the Liquidity Pool.
3. Price of CryptoBoard Token is strictly regulated by GetOn’s Dynamic Price Modeling Concept and strictly depended on the CryptoBoard’s market share.
4. CryptoBoard Users can use CryptoBoard Token as their internal currency, which can be converted into GETON voucher with a value meant to mirror the value of the EUR.
5. CryptoBoard Blockchain Corporation will store 24% of the funds received from token sales on GetOn Plus as reserves, presented transparently at CryptoBoard.media/CBDX webpage – official token page. The usage of these funds is subject to voting by stakeholders.

Additionally, to this Whitepaper’s connected Terms and Conditions for participating in CryptoBoard Token (CBDX) token sale we need to expose the following risk factors, which you should read carefully before deciding whether to participate in CryptoBoard Blockchain Corporation token sale.

Risks Related to Our Business and Industry

We face formidable competition in every aspect of our business, and particularly from other companies that offer blockchain solutions in a scope of media industry, providing information from the area of blockchain, cryptocurrencies and connected trading operations.

If we do not continue to innovate and provide products and services that are useful to users, we may not remain competitive, and our revenues and operating results could suffer.
Our success depends on providing products and services that people use for a high-quality user experience.

Conclusion

In conclusion, an industry specific cryptocurrency (such as CryptoBoard Token) could significantly reduce the industry specific costs, lead to economies of scale and provide quality services to people from lower income groups. As more and more people earn CryptoBoard Token (CBDX) and use them in various ways, the value of the cryptocurrency will change according to the DPMC algorithm, giving more freedom to the community. Indeed, the idea behind CryptoBoard Token (CBDX) is revolutionary but it is also inevitable.

There is an obvious solution to the problems of various industries and it’s just a matter of time Until media communities implement CBDX and reap the benefits thereof.

Contact

CryptoBoard official webpage: cryptoboard.media/about
Follow CryptoBoard on Twitter: @CryptoBoard
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/CryptoBoard
E-mail: support@cryptoboard.media
Legal Disclaimer

The ownership of CryptoBoard tokens (CBDX) does not represent any participation in GETON d.o.o. Branch - CryptoBoard Blockchain Corporation, with registered office at Gosposvetska cesta 4a, 1000-Ljubljana, Slovenia, Reg. Number: 8210705005 company capital nor any rights of payment, remuneration, profit distribution or money reward of any kind. This Whitepaper has been prepared in good faith to provide a comprehensive overview of the CryptoBoard project connected to CBDX token and is for information purposes only.

With the development of CryptoBoard platform and/or any CryptoBoard mobile applications, it may be amended in the following. Please also note that the CryptoBoard Project itself may be redesigned or otherwise revised in future, if that would be required for any material reasons (including, but not limited to: commercial considerations, technical possibilities, or the need to ensure compliance with any (existing or future) applicable laws and regulations, or any other material reasons). CBDX tokens are not intended to constitute securities in any jurisdiction.

This CryptoBoard Whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities or a solicitation for investments in securities in any jurisdiction. The contents of this document are not a financial promotion. Therefore, none of the contents of CryptoBoard Whitepaper serves as an invitation or inducement to engage in any sort of investment activity.

Do not contribute any money that you can’t afford to lose in the CryptoBoard backing process. Make sure you read and understand this Whitepaper’s connected Terms and Conditions for participating in CryptoBoard Token (CBDX) token sale, issued on February 1st, 2020, (including all warnings regarding possible token value, technical, regulatory and any other risks; as well as all disclaimers contained therein), as will be published on our website cryptoboard.media (as they may be amended from time to time).